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HaBilNet - the Harmonious Bilingualism Network
Our mission

HaBilNet is a philanthropic organization that promotes research
on Harmonious Bilingualism. It aims at making sure the results of
that research are widely disseminated both within and outside of
academia.

The Network

Harmonious Bilingualism refers to language related subjective well-being experienced
by members of a family living in a multilingual setting.

How do we try to reach our mission?
HaBilnet has built up a strong digital media presence in order to disseminate scientific
research results and to make them widely accessible: We have a website, a YouTube channel,
a strong social media presence through Twitter and Facebook, and a quarterly Newsletter.
The HaBilNet Vimeo channel features interviews with well known bilingualism scholars and
more.
Our online presence is multilingual: besides English, we use French, German, and Dutch.
Example of a video on the HaBilNet
YouTube channel:

HaBilNet has an Advisory Board, Supporting Members, Followers, and Active
Members. It has partnered with and supports the Initiative for Multilingual Studies at
Georgetown University (USA), the Laboratory of Neuro- and Psycholinguistics at the
University of Toulouse (France), Foyer (an association for multi-ethnic work) in
Belgium, and the Association for Binational Families and Partnerships in Germany.

Who does the work?
Our director Annick De Houwer set up our website, wrote and writes umpteen texts,
takes care of the finances, invites new members, translates texts into Dutch, and
oversees everything. She also consults with families.
Annick gets quasi-daily support from Active Member Nina Schwöbel,
who uploads material on the website, Twitter and Facebook. Nina is the
liaison between people requesting a consultation and the consultants.
She also edits texts, works on German translations, and is a blog
contributor.

HaBilNet Director Annick De Houwer
interviewed Advisory Board Member
Jürgen Meisel about his recent book
entitled Bilingual children: A guide for
parents.
In addition, HaBilNet supports relevant research projects relating to Harmonious
Bilingualism through stipends, donations, and grants. Scholars can request support for
publishing relevant works via both print media and Open Access sources. HaBilNet also
engages in the (co-)organization and (co-)funding of outreach activities, workshops, and
conferences. Amongst others, our website Science page features publications and
references relating to Harmonious Bilingualism.
Example of research support: The multilingual ALDeQ-NL
The Dutch parent questionnaire ALDeQ-NL (based on the English original by Johanne
Paradis) helps to identify multilingual children with a developmental language disorder.
With the support of HaBilNet, a team of speech therapists at Thomas More college,
Belgium, has translated the ALDeQ-NL into 10 different languages, with a read aloud
function.

HaBilNet was initiated by Annick De Houwer (formerly
Professor of Multilingualism and Language Acquisition at the
University of Erfurt, Germany). She connected with colleagues
and people working in outreach to create a network of likeminded people who support HaBilNet's mission.

Active Member Mareen Pascall interviewed several people to
prepare for blog articles she wrote and has scouted the internet for
relevant content. Together with Annick, she is working on English
translations of German articles they co-published for the online KitaHandbuch (a handbook on early education).
Here is one of them, published in our new series on "Young children in early childhood
education and care and their path to Harmonious Bilingualism":
Emergent multilingual literacy in early childhood education and care.
This blog article considers research results about young children's bilingual language
development and discusses how these results can be applied in early childhood
education and care so that all children may benefit from harmonious bilingual
development.

Our consultancy service
Besides working on her HaBilNet-funded doctoral
research, Active Member Ekaterina Tiulkova translates
texts into French and checks the French texts we
publish.

HaBilNet offers a free consultation service to families who have questions or doubts about
their bilingual journey. Consultations are offered in Dutch, English, French, German,
Japanese, and Spanish. All HaBilNet consultants have long professional experience in
working with bilingual families. Our team includes top researchers as well as seasoned
practitioners.
Deepti Gupta, Los Angeles, CA (name used with permission) used our service and
wrote:
[The consultant] gave me tactical things/ideas to implement with my child. Also, [they]
helped me […] really see all the potential I currently have in ways I can help my child grow
in his Hindi development. I'm so grateful to your organization and to your consultant for
this service. I didn't even know something like this existed and could be of such
tremendous help to me. But now I've experienced the benefit of learning from someone
else's bilingual journey. And that is truly invaluable.

HaBilNet members Adam Beck and Janice Nakamura
are both on our consultation team and have also
contributed several blog articles.
And then there is the
relentless help of our
webmaster and "video guy",
Marc Herman!

Questions?
Please get in touch with us via info@habilnet.org

Looking forward to "seeing" you on
www.habilnet.org ,
on our social media,
OR, "for real" of course!

You will find us on:
facebook.com/habilnet
twitter.com/habilnet
youtube.com/habilnet
vimeo.com/habilnet

